The DFKI conducts application-oriented basic research in the field of artificial intelligence and other related subfields of computer science. The overall goal is to construct systems with technical knowledge and common sense which -by using AI methods -implement a problem solution for a selected application area. Currently, there are the following research areas at the DFKI:
Introduction
A general observation of Artificial Intelligence (AI) research -although it often has not really been realized in many AI systems -is the fact that the knowledge of an AI system about some problem solving task could be separated into at least two parts:
® A well acquainted part of the problem description:
Here the system has procedures and facts to treat these problem constraints. In this background part reasoning might be done by calculation and simplification of subgoals, by looking up facts and results in its memory, in a database or anywhere else.
® A more inacquainted part of the problem description:
Here the system does not dispose of many techniques and facilities of finding a solution. In this foreground part deep reasoning might be necessary, often just by a more or less "blind" search, in order to find solutions to subgoals -ּ perhaps only guided by certain general heuristics.
Now, in the field of Automated Deduction many common automated theorem proving systems or logic programming languages do not support or still worse they completely ignore this separation. They apply standard resolution based deduction methods (with frequently very unsatisfying search procedures) to the whole problem: The description given in a first order predicate logic is transformed into clauses. Hence the structure of the given problem specification is completely destroyed also for those parts, where the system could use standard techniques like integer calculation, linear equation solving etc., if it would know them.
First approaches to separating the knowledge this way are extensions of resolution with paramodulation (Wos & Robinson 1970) or other methods of equality handling, with sort unification (Walther 1983 , Frisch 1989 , Schmidt-Schauß 1989 , with theory unification (Plotkin 1972 , Siekmann 1989 ) and more general with theory resolution (Stickel 1985 , Ohlbach 1986 ). Sort unification is a very simple way of separating by syntactical phrases rather than by problem oriented reasons; similar for theory unification and paramodulation at least in its use today. Theory resolution provides for a problem oriented separation and takes advantage in allowing special procedures to treat the background parts of the problem. However, it still cuts down the background constraints to literals of clauses, and hence has to apply also search techniques to find the constraints that could be treated by the procedures of the background theories.
In the logic programming area such approaches of replacing "blind" search by computation has also been developed or adapted. However, standard techniques such as theory unification (Gallier & Raatz 1986 , Jaffar et al. 1986 or sort unification (Goguen & Meseguer 1984 are not exploited in most logic programming languages, especially not in commercial ones. Methods similar to Stickel's theory resolution are proposed for constraint logic programming languages (Jaffar & Lassez 1986 , Dincbas et al. 1988 , Höhfeld & Smolka 1988 , Smolka 1989 . Origins of these ideas can already be found in (Colmerauer 1984) . In these approaches, parts of problem descriptions, where very fast solution algorithms are known, are taken as constraints to be solved by such special constraint solving algorithms over distinguished domains -for example, linear equations and inequations over the real numbers.
We argue that this is the right direction for future research: Considering parts of the problem as constraints and restricting their interpretation to a distinguished class of given models. However, the two approaches, theory resolution and constraint logic programming, are not general enough. 1 Before we describe how to generalize these approaches let us first recall Robinson's Resolution Principle and then develop that new view of considering the unification part as constraint solving.
The Resolution Principle is based on the following inference rule:
From (A ∨ B) and (¬A ∨ C) infer (B ∨ C)
The rule is obviously correct: If (A ∨ B) and (¬A ∨ C) are true, then the resolvent (B ∨ C) is also true. Since either A is false, then B must be true, or A is true, then C must be true, and hence in any case (B ∨ C) must be true.
For predicate logic the two complementary A 's are atoms starting with the same predicate symbol, but with potentially different argument terms, say s i and t i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Then one has to unify corresponding arguments of the literals A and ¬A -that is to find substitutions for the variables that make the corresponding argument terms identical -before the conclusion can be drawn, and the resolvent has to be instantiated with the unifying substitution:
,…,t n ) ∨ C -------ּּ if σs i = σt i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) ּּ σ(B ∨ C)
Robinson showed that this rule (combined with factorization) provides a complete calculus (Robinson 1965 ). An analysis of the soundness and completeness proof, however, shows that it is not necessary to unify the terms. It would be enough to test whether they are 1 Stickel (1985) and Ohlbach (1986) consider theory resolution for arbitrary clauses, but with the (implicit) requirement that the background theory has a first order axiomatization -otherwise, their completeness proofs based on the Herbrand Theorem would not be correct. Höhfeld & Smolka (1988) on the other hand allow arbitrary classes of models as background theories -and thus generalize the approach of CLP (Jaffar & Lassez 1987) which restricts the constraint theory to be a single model -, but as in CLP they only consider definite clauses over these constraint theories.
unifiable, provided we add a constraint Γ consisting of term equations s i = t i (saying "if the terms can be made equal") to the infered resolvent. Whenever such constrained resolvents are now involved in a further resolution step the new resolvent inherits their constraints together with the new argument term equations. Now, these collected constraints have to be tested for unifiability. Thus a resolution step in this modification takes two clauses with such equational constraints and produces a resolvent with a new unifiable equational constraint consisting of the constraints inherited from its parents together with the argument equations for the involved complementary literals.
A more general view is that every clause might have some arbitrary, not necessarily equational constraint and a resolvent of two clauses gets a new constraint that is unsatisfiable whenever one of the constraints of the parents (or the equational constraint of the arguments of the complementary literals) is unsatisfiable.
It is quite easy to see that this constrained resolution principle is again sound 2 , but as in the classical case completeness of a constrained resolution calculus is not straight forward.
The logical view of foreground and background problem descriptions hence could be as follows: There is a set of formulae with a query to be answered or a theorem to be proved or the set itself has to be tested for unsatisfiability. Some of these formulae are axioms of a background theory and parts of the other formulae are constraints that must be solved in the background theory. Here many consequences could be given as well-known or "easy" to verify: 3 ® There are lemmata and theorems proven in the past.
® There are techniques to simplify complex constraints into constraints that are immediate consequences of known results or facts.
2 The argument is quite the same as for classical resolution, if all constraints are true. In the case that any of the constraints is false, the constraint of the resolvent must be false, and hence the resolvent is trivially true (a constrained formula is interpreted as true, when its constraint is false). 3 Of course this might not always work, as the constraints might state really hard problems of the background theory. However, solving these should no longer be part of the given task, but could open up a new problem perhaps with a new separation into background and foreground knowledge.
® There is a tool of standard proof techniques of the field that can be used to prove constraints, which cannot be reduced.
In order to state a little more precisely what we are going to investigate, let us give a formal description, abstracting from (for a practical realization necessary and very interesting, but for theoretical considerations of a constrained resolution principle more or less irrelevant) part of the above presentation, namely, the satisfiability test for the constraints. Furthermore we are going to be a little more general: the background theory need not be given by axioms but just as any class of models.
Hence, let us assume the problem description to be given by a class of structures over a first order language 4 and a set of formulae over a foreground language, such that each of these formulae is constrained by some formulae of the background language. These constraints filter out the values from models of the background theory the variables of the foreground formulae can be assigned to.
Thus, in this view our constraints are restrictions of the quantifiers (Hailperin 1957) -this is one way sorted logic has been viewed (Oberschelp 1962 , Walther 1987 , Frisch 1989 , Schmidt-Schauß 1989 . Therefore we could also describe it in the following way: We are given a (foreground) language with the logical connectives and a signature of non-logical symbols, but with restricted quantifiers instead of common quantifiers. Their restrictions are given as certain formulae over a (background) language and these restriction formulae have to be interpreted in the background theory.
Example:
The formula ∀ x,y:parent(x)ּ ∧ּ child -of (y,x) loves(x,y) might be a formalization of the sentence "All parents love their children", when we have a suitable background theory containing knowledge about parents and their children. The constraint parent(x) ∧ child -of(y,x) restricts the possible values of the variables x and y to parents and their children.Ò We assume that our set of formulae describing the problem is transformed into a set of constrained clauses 5 consisting of literals over the foreground language and constraints restricting the variables of the clause by formulae of the constraint language. Applying the constrained resolution rule given above to this set of constrained clauses we want to prove the unsatisfiability of the clause set -i.e., that no model of the constraint theory will satisfy it.
A closer look at this task shows that this cannot be done by deriving an empty clause as in the classical resolution calculus or its generalizations. The reason is that such an empty clause might still have some constraints, which are only satisfied by some of the constraint models, but not by all of them. In classical resolution the derivation of the empty clause could be seen as a derivation of false from the starting clause set, but here it is just a derivation of false within those models that satisfy the constraints of the empty clause. But, how could we then get a refutation for an unsatisfiable set of constrained clauses? Let us briefly try to analyse, what the notion of unsatisfiability means here: No model of the constraint theory satisfies the clause set. The argumentation for classical resolution was: Suppose we have a model of the clause set, then it is a model of every resolvent and hence of the empty clause, which is impossible. The analogous argument cannot work in our framework, as the supposed model could be one of those that do not satisfy the constraints of the empty clause. Hence, our solution is to construct for each constraint model a suitable empty clause whose restriction is satisfied by that model: A set of constrained clauses is unsatisfiable iff for each constraint model there is a refutation of an empty clause, whose constraint is satisfied by that constraint model. This result looks very unsatisfactory, and in fact it is in the general case, but we cannot require a better result in general (see section 5). Fortunately, there are tractable cases (as we already know from the past): for example the constraint theory of classical resolution, which is the set of all structures or equivalently (for clause sets) the set of all Herbrand structures. We will discuss this and some other interesting cases later in more detail. Here in the introduction we will just give the general idea: In case of a constraint theory with first order axiomatization we need at most finitely many empty clauses, such that the disjunction of their restriction is true in all constraint models. This is a consequence of the first order axiomatization and follows essentially from compactness of first order logics. Such a refutation could be obtained by exhaustive search strategies (cf. Kowalski 1979) . Still better, if the constraint theory is given by a set of definite clauses and the constraints are conjunctions of atoms only, then the derivation of a single empty clause provides a refutation. This follows from the least Herbrand model property of definite clauses.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we introduce our language consisting of a restricted quantifier or constraint system, a signature with restricted quantifiers and formulae over this signature. In section 3 we give the semantics of formulae with restricted quantifiers. Section 4 contains our main result, soundness and completeness for resolution with constrained clauses, and in section 5 we discuss some special cases and consequences of our result.
2.ּSyntax
Following our separation idea we first introduce the background theory and the restriction formulae as a system for restricted quantification. In logic programming applications this is known as a constraint system, i.e., a constraint theory together with a set of constraints, the restriction formulae (Höhfeld & Smolka 1988) . 6 We require the reader to be familiar with the notions and notations of mathematical logics, automated deduction, and logic programming (cf. Shoenfield 1967 , Chang & Lee 1973 , Loveland 1978 , Kowalski 1979 , Lloyd 1984 , Gallier 1986 , Bläsius & Bürckert 1989 . For the notations of unification theory that are essentially based on equational logic and universal algebra, we refer the reader to (Kirchner 1989) , especially to the survey of Siekmann (1989) .
A restricted quantification system (RQS) ℜ consists of ® a signature ∆ with equality ® a theory over ∆, the restriction theory, ® a set of open ∆-formulae, the restriction formulae or restrictions.
The restrictions must at least be closed under conjunction and under instantiation of variables. The restriction theory can be given as a distinguished class R of ∆-structures. The theory provides not only the models for the restriction, but also "skeletons" for the models of the whole problem description. Observe, that we do not require R to be a first order theory, as there might be no first order axiomatization with exactly the ∆-structures of R as its models. However, R could of course be given by some ∆-axioms, which are then called declarations of R. For computational reasons it would be useful to have calculi, preferably decision procedures, in order to detect ® R-(un)satisfiability of the existential closures of the restriction formulae ® R-validity of sets of existentially closed restriction formulae 7 . This might be done by a "simplification" calculus for R: a distinguished set of simple restrictions together with a procedure that can transform non-simple restrictions into simple restrictions for which R-satisfiability or R-validity is known or easy to check.
Examples:
(1) An order-sorted signature is an RQS, when we define R to be the class of all models of the sort declarations (given as a sort theory, cf. Frisch, 1989) and when the set of restrictions contains besides the well-sorted equations the open formulae S(x) for each sort symbol S, i.e., it consists of conjunctions of equations and sort restrictions S(x) for their variables. Notice, that the existential closures of sort restrictions S(x) are R-valid, if sorts are required to be non-empty (i.e., if for each sort symbol S there is a ground term t, such that S(t) is explicitely declared or follows from the sort theory).
Suppose we have the following sort hierarchy given by the declarations in the right box:
6 We frequently will use these notions synonymously for RQS, restriction theory and restrictions.
7 A set F of formulae is valid in a theory R if for each model of R there is a formula in the set F, that is satisfied by this model. Hence it is the natural generalization of validity of disjunctions of formulae. 
Here the restriction theory R is the class of all models A, where the denotation S A of a given unary predicate -i.e. a sort symbol -is a subset of the carrier of A satisfying the intended (2) An equational theory E can be seen as the restriction theory of an RQS, whose restrictions are conjunctions of equations (i.e. unification problems). Here either R is the class of all models of the theory E or R is just the initial algebra or the free algebra of E. 8 An E-unification algorithm would be a suitable simplification calculus with substitutions as simple restrictions. Notice again, that E-unifiability of restrictions is equivalent to R-validity of their existential closures and that idempotent substitutions are always R-valid restrictions.
(3) As a special case, remember the empty equational theory of syntactical equality, for which the well-known Robinson unification algorithm is a simplification algorithm. In this case, R is the class of all algebras over the given signature ∆ or the corresponding free or the initial algebra, i.e., the usual term algebra or ground term algebra (i.e. the Herbrand universe). Notice again Example 3.2(1).Ò
A signature with restricted quantifiers or an RQ-signature Σ consists of an RQS ℜ, together with an additional set of predicate symbols P Σ and possibly a set of function symbols F Σ both disjoint from the signature ∆. 9 If the set F Σ of Σ-function symbols is not 8 These three RQS are in some sense equivalent. However, this is only true for clauses not for arbitrary formulae, cf. Example 3.2(1). 9 In order to simplify our notation we will use the prefix "Σ-" if we denote these symbols or objects -ּ terms, atoms, formulae, etc. -that are built up by the additional symbols only.
empty, we have to extend our set of restrictions, such that it contains in addition all equations built up by the new function symbols. Thus we can assume without loss of generality that the new function symbols are already part of the RQS and the RQ-signature contains only new predicate symbols. 10 Given such an RQ-signature Σ we want to define formulae with restricted quantifiers over this RQ-signature. Therefore we allow quantifiers to be indexed not only by variables, but by pairs of a variable set and a restriction formula (e.g. ∀ X:R and ∃ X:R ), and we call them restricted quantifiers. Thus we define RQ-formulae over Σ by (1) all Σ-atoms are RQ-formulae (2) ∀ X:R F and ∃ X:R F are RQ-formulae, if F is an RQ-formula, R is a restriction, and X is the sequence or set of variables that are not bound in R,
F and G are RQ-formulae, and X is the sequence or set of variables that are not bound in F.
Notice, that in definition (2) the formula F might contain free variables of X that are now bound by the restricted quantifiers∀ X:R or ∃ X:R ; the formula R is called the restriction for those variables. We often drop the restricted variables and write ∀ R F instead of ∀ X:R F.
As in the standard case we will deal with clauses, called RQ-clauses or constrained clauses; they consist of any (possible empty) finite set C of Σ-literals, i.e., a common Σ-clause, and a restricted quantifier ∀ X:R of their variables, frequently written C || R instead of ∀ R C. We call C the matrix or the kernel of the RQ-clause and R its restriction or constraint. If C is empty we call it an empty RQ-clause, denoted ∆ || R or ∀ R ∆.
(1) Taking the sort signature from Example 2.1(1) and the binary predicate symbols loves and child-of, the RQ-formula
is a formalization of the English sentence "All parents love their children."
(2) In fact the formula intends a little more, namely, that the children are still "young persons" (i.e., have sort child). In order to be closer to the meaning of the sentence, we could replace the sort child in the RQS by the binary predicate symbol child-of now considered as a symbol of the RQS and perhaps have the declaration in the modified RQS
such that our RQ-formula looks like child-of(y,x) loves (x, y) 10 Extending the restrictions with the new function symbols requires also an expansion of the restriction theory with these new symbols, as we have to interpret the extended restriction formulae. which seems to be a more adequate formalization of "All parents love their children." (3) If the RQ-signature is given over an RQS defined by an equational theory as in Example 2.1(2), we obtain the RQ-formulae corresponding to the common formulae without restricted quantifiers by unfolding: We replace each term t in an atom by a new variable v and replace the quantifier governing the term by a restricted quantifier with the restriction v = t. For example, given an equational theory of an associative and commutative function symbol f, a free constant a, and a unary free function symbol g, a formula ∀ x,y P(g(f(x, y)), f(x, a)) with a binary predicate P, becomes the RQ-formula ∀ x,y,v,w: v=g(f(x, y) ) ∧ w =f (x, a) P(v, w) .Ò
3.ּ Semantics
The interpretation of the RQ-formulae and especially the restricted quantification causes no deep problems. The semantics of restricted quantifiers can be given by the usual relativization, that is, one could transform any RQ-formula into an equivalent formula without restricted quantifiers by
However, as we already know the ∆-models given in the RQS, we have to say what our Σ-models should look like. We have to interpret additionally the new predicates of the RQ-signature. Recalling the notion of structure expansions (cf. Shoenfield 1967) we interpret RQ-formulae in structures that expand the ∆-structures of the restriction theory to the new symbols of Σ, such that the variables of a restricted quantifier are assigned by elements of these structures that have to satisfy the restriction. Let us define this more precisely.
An RQ-structure over Σ is a structure A such that its reduct A| ∆ to ∆ is one of the ∆-models in R. 11 As we assumed Σ to introduce only new predicate symbols, but no function symbols, we obtain the different RQ-structures by expanding every model of the restriction theory with all possible interpretations of these new predicate symbols. If the restriction theory R is given by a ∆-axiomatization, RQ-structures are exactly those structures that satisfy the axioms of R considered as formulae over the extended signature. Obviously the class of all RQ-structures is a conservative extension of the restriction theory: A restriction is R-valid iff it is satisfied by every RQ-structure.
Given an RQ-structure A, an (open) RQ-formula F, and an assignment α: V → A of the set V of free variables of the formula F, we define satisfiability of F in A with α (written (A,ּ α) 7 § F ) as usual for atoms and formulae built up by the common junctors. The only cases that are new are formulae with restricted quantifiers and we give their semantics here explicitely:
A closed RQ-formula F is RQ-satisfiable, iff there is an RQ-structure that satisfies F with the empty assignment; otherwise F is called RQ-unsatisfiable. The formula F is RQ-valid or an RQ-tautology, iff it is satisfied by every RQ-structure. Notice that formulae with R-unsatisfiable restrictions can be viewed as quantified over the empty set, hence such formulae are true in every RQ-structure: they are RQ -tautologies.
Examples:
(1) In case of an RQS given by the empty equational theory (Example 2.1(3)), the RQ-structures are the usual structures considered as the expansions of algebrasthe models of equational theories -with predicate symbols. We could also take the Herbrand universe as restriction theory; the RQ-structures are then just the Herbrand models. However, this semantics has to be used with caution, as Herbrand models can only play the rôle of semantics, when we only consider formulae that are in clause form. Thus, as long as we allow arbitrary RQ-formulae, the RQS for the empty theory given by all algebras cannot equivalently be replaced by the RQS of the Herbrand universe.
(2) If the RQS is given by an arbitrary equational theory (cf. Example 2.1(2)) and the restriction theory consists of the initial algebra of this theory, the RQ-structures are the Herbrand models factored by the congruence, which is induced by the equational theory.
(3) The models of order-sorted signatures are exactly the RQ-structures over the corresponding RQS. This is an immediate consequence of a relativization theorem in (Schmidt-Schauß 1989).
(4) Take the restriction theory of Example 2.2(2). Then the formula given there has the following semantics: An RQ-structure A is every structure with a set parent A and a relation child -of A satisfying the declarations of the given restriction theory. Such a structure satisfies that formula, if for each pair a, b of an element a of the parent A set and an element b that is in the child -of A relation to that parent a this pair is also in the relation loves A . That means each structure, where "all parents love their children", is a model of that formula.Ò One can see immediately that unrestricted quantifiers are special cases of restricted ones and that we can replace every sequence of restricted universal quantifiers (and analogously of restricted existential quantifiers) by a single one:
If the restriction is a complex ∆-formula, which contains quantifiers, we can sometimes move these quantifiers out of the restriction and lift it to RQ-formula, for example,
These, and many further logical equivalent transformations of RQ-formulae can easily be verified for instance via a relativization (Bürckert 1990 ).
4.ּ Resolution with Restricted Quantifiers
From now on we assume every RQ-formula to be given in RQ-clause form. Of course, it is not trivial to obtain clause form, as the restriction need not be satisfiable in every model of the restriction theory. For example, the restriction theory might have to be expanded with Skolem functions and certain Skolem ∆-formulae; see (Bürckert 1990 ) for more details on these problems.
Our calculus consists of the following RQ-resolution rule for any pair of RQ-clauses, such that one of them contains at least one positive literal and the other one contains at least one negative literal each with the same predicate symbol:
C and D are the remaining parts of the two clauses and Γ is the conjunction of the (multi)equations s 1i = … = s ki = t 1i = … = t mi (1 ≤ i ≤ n). The derived clause is called an (RQ-)resolvent of the two parent clauses. 13 An RQ-resolution step C → C' transforms an RQ-clause set C into the set C' by choosing two suitable clauses in C and adding their resolvent to C (after a renaming of all variables of the resolvent consistent with variables that have not been used so far). 14 An RQ-derivation is a possibly infinite sequence (C n ) n≥0 of RQ-resolution steps C n → C n+1 starting with an initial set C 0 of RQ-clauses. An RQ-refutation of a set C 0 of RQ-clauses is a (possibly infinite) RQ-derivation (C n ) n≥0 starting with that clause set, such that for each model A of the restriction theory there is an RQ-clause set C n in the derivation with an empty 12 This means that the two formulae have exactly the same RQ-models. 13 Notice, that it is not really necessary to require satisfiability of the constraint of the resolvent. It could be the task of the control strategies to guarantee that not too many tautological resolvents (i.e., resolvents with unsatisfiable restriction) are derived. 14 We assume that the set of clauses the RQ-resolution step is applied to consists of variable disjoint clauses.
RQ-clause ∆ || R, whose restriction is satisfied by this model, i.e., A 7 § ∃ R . Notice, that an RQ-structure that satisfies the restriction formula of an empty RQ-clause cannot satisfy this empty RQ-clause. Notice further, that an empty RQ-clause with satisfiable, but non-valid restriction formula has RQ-models and hence its derivation cannot terminate a refutation.
RQ-resolution is sound in the sense that every RQ-resolvent is a logical consequence of its RQ-parents: 4.1 Lemma: Let C be a set of RQ-clauses, let C' be derived from C by an RQ-resolution step and let A be an RQ-structure. Then:
Proof: We show that an RQ-structure satisfies the resolvent of two clauses, whenever it satisfies the two parent clauses. For ease of notation we prove this only for the case, where two literals are involved in the resolution. The general case is straight forward.
Let As our restriction theory is not given by a set of first order axioms we cannot reduce completeness of RQ-resolution to completeness of classical resolution as in the approaches for resolution modulo the equality axioms (Chang & Lee 1973) , sort resolution (Walther 1987 , Frisch 1989 , Schmidt-Schauß 1989 or theory resolution (Stickel 1985 , Ohlbach 1986 ). Instead we use a technique similar to that being used by Jaffar & Lassez (1986) and in a more general framework by Höhfeld & Smolka (1988) . The standard proofs for completeness of classical resolution rely on a proof technique that reduces completeness to ground completeness of ground resolution on a set of ground instances of the given clause set. Now, classical resolution could be considered as RQ-resolution with respect to the restriction theory given by the ground term algebra. Hence, if we have an arbitrary RQS, we just have to replace the Herbrand universe by any of the models distinguished by the restriction theory.
Definition:
Let A ∈ R be a model in the restriction theory.
(1) Let C be the kernel of an RQ-clause with variables in X, and let α: X → A an assignment. Then we call the triple (A, α, C) an A-clause. Our definition is the suitable generalization of the classical notion of a ground instance of a clause, which can be seen as a triple consisting of the Herbrand universe, a ground assignment, and the clause to be instantiated. Ohlbach (1986) introduces abstract clauses as a scheme for sets of ground clauses (e.g., classical clauses are schemes for the sets of all their ground instances). Our RQ-clauses can be seen as schemes for sets of A-clauses.
As in the classical case we get that unsatisfiability of a set of RQ-clauses implies unsatisfiability of some A-instantiation (for each model A of the restriction theory). 
Theorem: (Herbrand Theorem for RQ-clauses)

A set C of RQ-clauses is RQ-unsatisfiable iff for each model
if (A,α) 7 § Γ (Γ as in the RQ-resolution rule) which can be used to deduce the empty A-clause from every unsatisfiable set of A-clauses.
Proposition: If a finite A-instantiation D of a set of RQ-clauses is unsatisfiable, then there is a finite derivation of an empty A-clause via A-resolution.ּ
Proof: The proof is analogous to the usual case when we have ground instantiations instead of A-instantiations. The only difference is that instead of syntactical equality of ground instances we have here semantical equality of arguments under the assignment.
1. If the empty A-clause is already in D, we are finished.
16 The satisfiability of sets of A-clauses is a first order problem, more precisely it is a propositional logic one:
We can consider it as the problem of satisfiability of ground clauses over the Σ-predicate symbols and the elements of the carrier of A considered as constants. Each A-clause (A, α,C) corresponds then to the ground clause αC -the assignments are ground substitutions replacing the variables by the constants, i.e., the elements of the carrier of A. A-resolvent of A-instances of two RQ-clauses is an A-instance of the RQ-resolvent of the two RQ-clauses. However, it is more trivial as we do not simplify the restrictions (this is computing the most general unifier of the arguments of the complementary literals in classical resolution), but keep them as constraints that are only tested for satisfiability (i.e., unifiability in the classical case).
Lifting Lemma: Let C 1 || R 1 and C 2 || R 2 be two constrained clauses and let (A, α, C 1 ), (A, α, C 2 ) be A-instances of the two RQ-clauses. Then an A-resolution step on the two instances can be lifted to an RQ-resolution step on the RQ-clauses, such that the A-resolvent (A, α, C) is an A-instance of the RQ-resolvent C || R.
Proof: By the definition of A-instances and A-resolvents (A, α) 7 § R with R := R 1 ∧ R 2 ∧ Γ.Ò
Corollary: If a set C of RQ-clauses is RQ-unsatisfiable, then for each A ∈ R there is a finite RQ-derivation of an empty RQ-clause whose restriction is satisfiable by A.
Proof: If C is RQ-unsatisfiable, then for each A ∈ R there must be a finite A-instantiation which is unsatisfiable (Herbrand Theorem). Hence there is a finite derivation of the empty clause for this set of A-clauses (Prop. 4.4) . By the Lifting Lemma it can be lifted to C, such that A satisfies the corresponding restriction of the empty clause.Ò Now we are ready to formulate and prove correctness and completeness of our constrained resolution calculus. The result is only of relative merit as we did not give a calculus for proving satisfiability of constraints. Still worse, as the constraint theory is given by a class of models, it need not to be a first order theory (that means that there need not exist a first order axiomatization, e.g., it could be the theory of real numbers), and hence we cannot have a complete calculus for constrained clauses in the strong sense in general. 18
Theorem: (Soundness and Completeness of RQ-resolution)
A set C of RQ-clauses is RQ-unsatisfiable iff for each A ∈ R there exists an RQ-derivation from C containing an empty RQ-clause ∆ || R, such that A 7 § ∃ R.
Proof: 1. Soundness (⇐): Assume C were RQ-satisfiable. Then there exists an A ∈R such that A * 7 § C for some expansion of A. By Lemma 4.1 A * 7 § ∀ R C for each RQ-clause ∀ R C that can be derived by RQ-resolution from C. By the precondition an empty RQ-clause ∀ R ∆ with A 7 § ∃ R is derivable from C. Hence there is an assignment α with (A * ,α) 7 § ∆. This is a contradiction.
Completeness (⇒):
Let A be a model in R. As C is RQ-unsatisfiable, by the Herbrand Theorem 4.3 there is an unsatisfiable A-instantiation of C and we can deduce the empty A-clause by A-resolution collecting the restrictions in R A . By the Lifting Lemma this refutation can be lifted and hence the collected restriction R A of the empty clause is satisfied by A. Ò Remark: It is enough to consider for each A just those clauses of C whose restrictions are satisfiable by this distinguished A; the same holds for the resolvents that are derived.
Corollary: Let C be a set of RQ-clauses. If there is an empty RQ-clause with an R-valid
restriction derivable by RQ-resolution, then C is RQ-unsatisfiable.
Consequences and Discussion
Obviously the Completeness Theorem is not very satisfactory from the practical point of view, in particular not when we are interested in an actual implementation of a theorem proving system for constrained clauses. The question arises if and how we can guarantee that RQ-derivation terminates when only finitely many empty clauses are needed for an RQ-refutation. Remembering that for classic resolution there exist exhaustive refutation strategies, we observe that with such a strategy there is a finite RQ-refutation terminating with an RQ-clause set that contains finitely many empty RQ-clauses such that each restriction model satisfies the restriction of one of these empty clauses, whenever finitely many empty clauses provide an RQ-refutation.
As a first immediate consequence of the Compactness Theorem of First Order Logics we have that if R is a first order theory (that is, if there exists a first order axiomatization with exactly the models given in R), then for every RQ-unsatisfiable set of RQ-clauses C there are finitely many empty RQ-clauses derivable from C by RQ-resolution such that the disjunction of their restrictions is a logical consequence of the restriction theory. Hence, in this case exhaustive refutation strategies provide correct and complete RQ-resolution calculi, if we have a calculus for proving R-validity of disjunctions of restrictions.
Theorem: Let ℜ be an RQS with a first order restriction theory R. A set C of RQ-clauses is RQ-unsatisfiable iff there are finitely many empty RQ-clauses with
Proof: Let Th(R) be a first order axiomatization of R. Then the Completeness Theorem implies that RQ-unsatisfiability of C is equivalent to: for each A with A 7 § Th(R) there is some empty RQ-clause
This in turn is equivalent to the unsatisfiability of the possibly infinite set of formulae
By the Compactness Theorem there is a finite subset that is unsatisfiable, hence there exist finitely many empty RQ-clauses derivable from C with Rּ 7 § ∃ R 1 ∨ … ∨ ∃ R n .Ò Corollary: Let ℜ be as in the theorem above. If the set C of RQ-clauses is RQ-unsatisfiable then there are finitely many models A 1 ,…, A n of the restriction theory and finitely many empty RQ-clauses
The following example shows that we need the derivation of more than one empty RQ-clause in general, even if the initial clause set constains only clauses with valid restrictions.
Example:
Suppose that we have an RQS given with the restriction theory R :=ּ {Pa, Pb ∨ Pc} Let us consider the following set of three constrained clauses:
Then we can derive the following two resolvents ּ ּ ּ from clause (1) and (2) ∆ \ Pb from clause (1) and (3) ∆ \ Pc
Obviously none of the subsets consisting of clauses (1) and (2) or of clauses (1) and (3) For such an RQS with a generic model, a refutation will be obtained whenever an empty RQ-clause is derived whose restriction is satisfied by the generic model. Hence we can modify our resolution rule such that we only allow resolvents whose restrictions are satisfied in the generic model. By the genericity property this means that we allow only resolvents whose restrictions are R-valid, i.e., satisfiable in all models of the restriction theory instead of some model of the restriction theory. This modified resolution calculus is still complete for RQS with generic models. Of course any refutation of an RQ-unsatisfiable clause set needs only clauses whose restrictions are satisfiable by the generic model and hence R -valid. It is well-known that definite clause theories have a least Herbrand model, which is a generic model for queries that are conjunctions of atoms (see for example Lloyd 1984, Theorem 6.6 ). Hence we can apply our result to constraint theories that have a definite clause axiomatization.
Corollary: Let
Theorem: If the restriction theory R is given by a definite clause theory and the distinguished restrictions are conjunctions of atoms only, then:
A set C of RQ-clauses is RQ-unsatisfiable iff there exists an empty RQ-clause derivable from C that has an R-valid restriction.
This last result demonstrates why resolution with sorted clauses (for sort theories with least Herbrand models as e.g. sort hierarchies, Frisch 1989) or with E-unification works analogously to classical resolution: In the first case only initial clauses and resolvents have to be considered whose sort restrictions are non-empty in all models of the sort hierarchy (or equivalently in the generic least Herbrand model of the sort declarations). This is for example guaranteed when the sort hierarchy satisfies the condition that for each sort there has to exist a constant of this sort. In the case of an RQS given by an equational theory, Plotkin (1972) shows that resolution with E-unification is complete, when we have clauses with negativ equality literals only. This corresponds to positive equational restrictions in the RQS view. Our result demonstrates once more from a somewhat different perspective that it is enough to consider clauses whose negativ equality literals are E-unifiable: Plotkin's E-trivialization rule is resolution of negative equality literals with the reflexitivity clause, or equivalently, E-unification of the corresponding restriction viewed as unification problem.
In fact, our completeness result shows a little more in the two cases above. We do not need a sort unification or an E-unification procedure. It is enough to have procedures that are able to decide unifiability. This is similar to lazy-unification as proposed by Ohlbach (1986) in order to avoid the problem that, with non-finitary unification, a resolution step need not terminate; see also (Bürckert 1986 ). Lazy-unification for E-unification and sort unification was inspired by constrained resolution as proposed by Huet (1978) in his thesis. 21 Nevertheless, unification algorithms provide satisfiability test procedures that have several advantages. The main one is their incrementality. For instance testing unifiability of the conjunction of two equational constraints f(x) = f(f(a)) and g(h(x)) = g(h(f(y))) is equivalent to testing unifiability of the conjunction of the equational forms of the two unifiers x = f(a) and x = f(y) of these two problems. The latter one is obviously simpler and faster to check then the original one. Thus unification algorithms provide a satisfiability test that works incrementally by reducing the original problems to often much simpler ones.
Related Work
As already mentioned our approach is related to theory resolution of Stickel (1985) and to constraint logic programming approaches (Jaffar & Lassez 1986 , Dincbas et al. 1988 , Höhfeld & Smolka 1988 . It follows a tradition of automated deduction research that is concerned with the question of how can we replace "blind" search with more directed search, or still better, with deterministic computation (sort unification, constraint solving). Or to phrase it differently: how can we integrate semantic information about the problem, in order to prune the search space (paramodulation, E-unification, theory resolution).
In fact, all of these improvements are special forms of constrained resolution. Here we only sketch how the two most general approaches, Stickel's theory resolution calculus and constraint logic programming of Höhfeld and Smolka fit into our framework. Stickel already demonstrated how other less general approaches are instances of his theory resolution, Höhfeld and Smolka do the same for constraint logic programming approaches. 21 Huet used higher order equational constraints and postponed unification until an empty clause with such constraints is derived, in order to avoid the problem that, because of the undecidability of higher order unification, already single resolution steps need not terminate.
Stickel's total theory resolution extends resolution by a generalization of the notion of complementary literals. A total theory resolution step takes a couple of clauses, and from each clause a subclause is chosen. If this set of subclauses is complementary in the sense that it is unsatisfiable with respect to the given theory T 22 , then the remaining parts of the chosen clauses are joined together to form a total theory resolvent:
If the literals of these C i are literals of the background theory, we could see their negation ¬C i as constraints R i . 23 If we further modify constrained resolution by a second deduction rule, that takes any couple of constrained clauses and adds as a "theory resolvent" the clause obtained by the union of the literals of the parents and whose restriction is the union of the parent's constraints and is valid with respect to the constraint theory, then this is equivalent to a total theory resolution step.
However, as our result shows, such theory resolution steps could be delayed until the end, which means they have only to be applied to constrained empty clauses.
Höhfeld and Smolka investigate constrained (SLD-)resolution for definite clauses with constraints as a goal reduction procedure. As their application in logic programming requires, they are only interested in answers to queries, but not in refutation proofs. In fact, their approach cannot serve as a theorem proving system since they will stop whenever an answer goal -a constrained empty clause -is returned. But in general this does not prove the query to be a theorem of the constrained logic program. This implies only that the query holds just in those models of the constraint theory that satisfy the answer constraints. Our result shows that, if we want to use their approach as a theorem proving procedure, we have to derive 22 A set of clauses is T-unsatisfiable iff it has no T-models. 23 Remember that C ∨ D is equivalent to ¬C ⇒ D , which in turn is equivalent to D || ¬C, as constraints can be seen as preconditions. 24 A formula is T-valid iff it is a logical consequence of T. Hence T-validity of ∃ R 1 ∨ … ∨ R n is equivalent to T-unsatisfiability of C 1 ∧ … ∧ C n .
"enough" answers in order to have, for each model of the constraint theory, an answer constraint that is satisfied by this model. If the constraint theory is just one model, as in common constraint logic programming approaches (Jaffar & Lassez 1986 , Dincbas et al. 1988 , then of course a single answer determines also a proof for the query.
Conclusion
We have introduced a general method to handle clauses over constraints, or equivalently, clauses whose variables are bound by restricted quantifiers. Our approach generalizes wellknown methods of restricted quantification like sorted resolution and highlights constraint logic programming languages in the theorem proving context. It provides a new view of E-unification and other more general ways of building in theories, as for example in theory resolution. In fact, it generalizes theory resolution in that it allows the specification of theories not necessarily by a first order axiomatization but by any other form that describes a class of models.
Hence our results can be applied to build in any kind of theory, especially, when we are not interested in general formulae but in a restricted class of formulae that can be seen as constraints or quantifier restrictions, i.e., that is at least closed under conjunction. However, it could also be used as a method to reason about theories on the meta-level of building strong theorem provers, as it might be possible to replace a restricted quantification systemrestriction theory and restrictions -by an equivalent one. For example, in (Buntine & Bürckert 1989 , Bürckert 1988 we argue that AC-unification is equivalent to This can be justified by considering the following two RQS that are equivalent in the sense that their constraints have the same solutions with respect to their constraint theory: one is the equational theory AC of associative and commutative function symbols (more exactly the corresponding free AC-algebra) together with equational constraints (the AC-unification problems), the other is the theory AC with additional unit 1 (more exactly the free AC1-algebra) together with equations and certain negated equations (AC1-disunification problems) as constraints.
Our approach could also be used to combine knowledge representation languages of the KL-ONE family (Brachman & Schmolze 1985 , Nebel 1989 ) with predicate logic. In (Bürckert 1990) we sketch a logical framework for such a concept logic. Here RQ-resolution, where the satisfiability test for restrictions is just the consistency check for concept descriptions, could be a suitable inference method for such a hybrid knowledge representation system based on concept logic.
We like to emphasize that our approach is not only useful when algorithms that test satisfiability of the restrictions are available. But the method may also be used if there is some knowledge base for the background theory, that provides a couple of results like theorems etc. for this theory. We could then use RQ-resolution in order to reduce the given problem to restriction formulae -the restrictions of the empty clauses -that could be found in the knowledge base.
Obviously there remain many open problems: How should several constraint theories be combined? Do there exist (incremental) satisfiability tests for their constraints? And of course, a most pressing problem is to gain experience with some actual implementations of constraint theories. In (Bürckert 1990) we investigate some general properties of constraint reduction or simplification systems that can be used as incremental satisfiability test systems.
